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Chapter 1 : Staff View: Step on a crack
Step on a Crack is the first novel in the Michael Bennett series by James Patterson and Michael Ledwidge featuring
Detective Michael Bennett and his 10 kids. It was released on February 6,

Detective Michael Bennett is about to face the greatest challenge of his career. After the death of a beloved
former first lady, the most powerful people in the world gather in New York for her funeral. Then the
inconceivable occurs. Bennettâ€”father of tenâ€”is pulled into the fray but is then hit with devastating news:
As New York descends into chaos, he faces the prospect of losing the great love of his life and having to raise
his children alone. The crime of the century to solve. Day after day, Bennett confronts the most ruthless man
he has ever encountered, a man who kills without hesitation. As the entire world watches, Bennett has to find a
way outâ€”or face responsibility for the greatest debacle in history. Step on a Crack is his most fiendishly
terrifying thriller yet. Then he touched her thigh. It had been their Christmas gift to themselves for the past
four years. And every year it turned out to be more romantic than the last, more and more exquisite. Many
years ago, she and Stephen had been homesick scholarship freshmen at Harvard, without enough money to
make it home for Christmas. Soon they learned they were both planning to be poli-sci majors, and they hit it
off immediately. In the Yard outside, in front of redbrick Hollis Hall, Caroline impulsively dropped to the
ground and made a snow angel. Their faces almost touched when Stephen helped her up. Caroline could still
see Stephen as he had been, smiling in the bright, nickeled winter light. That lovely boy standing before her in
Harvard Yard, clueless to the fact that he would marry her. Give her a beautiful daughter. Go on to become the
president of the United States. Now champagne to hot chocolate. Two and a half decades of marriage come
full circle. He was waving a menu and a pen. He shrugged at his wife in apology. Fame, Caroline thought,
placing her champagne glass down onto the immaculate linen. I have the insane luck to run into the greatest
president of the last century, and what do I do? I have to say, you guys look terrific tonight. Caroline smiled at
the avant-garde architecture of her terrine of foie gras as her husband topped off her champagne. The first bite
was so ethereal that it took a few seconds for her to place the taste. By then it was too late. Her eyeballs felt
like they were going to pop by the time her scrolled silver fork fell from her lips and clattered against china.
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The old saying "step on a crack, break your mother's back" may not apply to sidewalks for much longer now that MIT
researchers have figured out why concrete breaks down. As a result of the discovery, structures like buildings, bridges,
and yes, sidewalks, could last for hundreds of years longer than they currently do.

Detective Michael Bennett is about to face the greatest challenge of his career. After the death of a beloved
former first lady, the most powerful people in the world gather in New York for her funeral. Then the
inconceivable occurs. Bennettâ€”father of tenâ€”is pulled into the fray but is then hit with devastating news:
As New York descends into chaos, he faces the prospect of losing the great love of his life and having to raise
his children alone. The crime of the century to solve. Day after day, Bennett confronts the most ruthless man
he has ever encountered, a man who kills without hesitation. As the entire world watches, Bennett has to find a
way outâ€”or face responsibility for the greatest debacle in history. Step on a Crack is his most fiendishly
terrifying thriller yet. I had a lot on my mind. I guess he had a lot on his mind, too. The constancy of their
compassion and the absolute decency with which they treated me and my family were truly awe-inspiring. But
as I passed forever-smiling Kevin at reception and angelic Sally Hitchens, the head of the Nursing
Department, it took everything I had to raise my head and manage a weak nod back at them. I was just about
to sharply point out her ignorance when Brian, my oldest son, glanced at the smoke coming out of my ears and
piped up. I wanted to kiss his forehead, but eleven-year-old boys have killed over less, so I just gave him a
manly pat on the back as we turned down a silent, white corridor. The little ones could have been life-size
Precious Moments figurines in their dresses and pigtailed hair, thanks to the extreme makeover work of their
older sisters, Juliana and Jane. My kids are great. Like everyone else lately, they had gone so far above and
beyond that it was hard to believe sometimes. I guess it just pissed me off that they had to. At the end of the
second hallway we turned, a woman, wearing a flowered dress over her ninety-pound frame and a Yankees
cap over her hairless head, was sitting in a wheelchair at the open door of
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Step on a Crack: Booktrack Edition adds an immersive musical soundtrack to your audiobook listening experience!*.
NYPD Detective Michael Bennett is about to take on the most sinister challenge of his career.

Plot summary[ edit ] When a beloved former First Lady dies, an elaborate funeral is held at St. Many famous
people, including actors and politicians, attend. During the service, gunmen seal the cathedral and take all of
the celebrities inside hostage. Knowing that each of their captives is enormously wealthy, they demand a
ransom from each captive personally. While the lawyers, families, and talent agents of each of the famous
captives assembles their ransom, the gunmen periodically kill and toss out hostages, including the current
Mayor of New York City. Meanwhile, he learns that his wife, Maeve, who has cancer, has short time to live.
When the gunmen receive their ransom, they demand a fleet of identical-looking sedans be brought to the
cathedral. The NYPD provides the sedans with the intent of using snipers to kill each gunman as he exits the
cathedral. Unfortunately, everyone emerges from the cathedral dressed identically in hoods and robesâ€”it is
impossible to differentiate gunman from hostage. The hostages and gunmen pile into each of the sedans and
drive off. From the helicopter, Bennett struggles to figure out where the sedans are going. Eventually the
sedans break off into two groupsâ€”one headed east and one west. Neither group of sedans stops and both
eventually end up careening into the Hudson and East rivers. Once submerged, the gunmen escape with the
help of SCUBA equipment they stashed in the rivers earlier. The hostages all surface and are rescued. One
sedan, however, did not make it to a river, having instead been hijacked by the hostages inside. After learning
that the dead gunman has gone to great lengths to hide his identity by burning his fingerprints off, for example
, Bennett believes that the bad guys have won and returns home to his family. On Christmas Eve, Bennett and
his ten adopted children visit Maeve in the hospital and give her the presents they have for her. After the
children leave for home, Bennett and Maeve get some time to themselves. Just as the clock strikes Christmas
Day, Maeve begins to die from the cancer and tells Bennett that she loves him and that she wants him to be
happy. After she passes, a tearful Bennett walks home and tells his children the news, who all grieve along
with him. They have her funeral and begin to move on with their lives. Bennett and other officers travel to
Sing Sing and determine that a group of corrections officers staged a sick out on the morning of the cathedral
incident. The lead gunman then reveals himself as one of the officers escorting Bennett around the prison and
proceeds to beat Bennett up. Bennett manages to free the lead gunman and the story ends with Bennett driving
him back to face charges in New York City. With all criminals arrested, Bennett enjoys the coming New Year
with his children, who all are still grieving for Maeve and trying to move on.
Chapter 4 : Step on a Crack (Audiobook) by James Patterson, Michael Ledwidge | www.nxgvision.com
Step on a crack is the first in the series surrounding the Michael Bennett family. Michael is not your usual run of the mill
detective. What might set Michael apart is first and foremost he is the father of ten adopted kids from ages 3 to

Chapter 5 : Step on a crack : a novel - Indiana State Library
Get this from a library! Step on a crack. [James Patterson; Michael Ledwidge; John Slattery; Reg Rogers] -- The first
book in James Patterson's #1 New York Times bestselling Michael Bennett seriesNYPD Detective Michael Bennett is
about to take on the most sinister challenge of his career.

Chapter 6 : Step on a Crack (Audiobook) by James Patterson | www.nxgvision.com
Step on a crack. During a state funeral for a former First Lady at a New York City cathedral, armed men disguised as
monks seize the church and dozens of hostages, and NYPD officer Michael Bennett takes on the dangerous role of lead
negotiator in the standoff.
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Step on a Crack - Wikipedia Step on a Crack is the first novel in the Michael Bennett series by James Patterson and
Michael Ledwidge featuring Detective Michael Bennett and his 10 kids. It was released on February 6,

Chapter 8 : james patterson step on a crack | eBay
The item Step on a crack: a novel, by James Patterson and Michael Ledwidge represents a specific, individual, material
embodiment of a distinct intellectual or artistic creation found in Indiana State Library.

Chapter 9 : idioms - Step on a crack, break your motherâ€™s back - English Language & Usage Stack Exc
Step on a Crack - Cyanide & Happiness Shorts - Duration: 65 seconds Episode 2 "Bad Things? That's News To Me" Duration: 5 minutes, 54 seconds. ExplosmEntertainment. 1,, views; 8 months.
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